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ABSTRACT
To optimize the workflow on commercial crowdsourcing platforms
like Amazon Mechanical Turk or Microworkers, it is important to
understand how users choose their tasks. Current work usually ex-
plores the underlying processes by employing user studies based on
surveys with a limited set of participants. In contrast, we formulate
hypotheses based on the different findings in these studies and, in-
stead of verifying them based on user feedback, we compare them
directly on data from a commercial crowdsourcing platform. For
evaluation, we use a Bayesian approach called HypTrails which al-
lows us to give a relative ranking of the corresponding hypotheses.
The hypotheses considered, are for example based on task cate-
gories, monetary incentives or semantic similarity of task descrip-
tions. We find that, in our scenario, hypotheses based on employers
as well the the task descriptions work best.

Overall, we objectively compare different factors influencing users
when choosing their tasks. Our approach enables crowdsourcing
companies to better understand their users in order to optimize their
platforms, e.g., by incorparting the gained knowledge about these
factors into task recommentation systems.

CCS Concepts
•Information systems→ Crowdsourcing;

Keywords
Human Trails, HypTrails, Crowdsourcing

1. INTRODUCTION
Crowdsourcing plattforms are a relatively new type of large scale

Internet services and represent a specific type of online labour mar-
kets. In contrast to traditional forms of organizing work, the crowd-
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sourcing paradigm is characterized by the fact that tasks are not as-
signed to a specific person. Instead, employers define campaigns
consisting of a set of tasks which are made available on the crowd-
sourcing platforms. Then, the users of this platform — so called
workers — freely choose from the pool of available tasks. The
granularity of work on crowdsourcing platforms is smaller than in
traditional forms of work organization [4]. This results in pools of
hundreds to thousands of different tasks. [5].

Problem setting The large number of tasks and campaigns on crowd-
sourcing platforms poses challenges: On the one hand, workers
face the issue of efficiently finding tasks fitting their profile, e.g.,
according to their skills or their interest. On the other hand, em-
ployers need all their tasks to be completed. Both interests have
to be addressed by the crowdsourcing companies. To solve these
issues, mechanisms like task recommendation systems have been
identified as a relevant research topic [8].

However, recommendation systems as well as similar mecha-
nisms need prior knowledge about task selection preferences. Un-
fortunately, there is only little information about how workers choose
tasks on crowdsourcing platforms, yet: Current studies are based
on surveys which only cover small subsets of workers and are also
highly subjective. Thus, in this work we objectively evaluate the
influence factors involved in the selection process of tasks.

Method To this end, we interpret the set of tasks a user has com-
pleted as ordered trails. Then, we can formulate hypotheses about
how these trails emerge based on conditional transition probabili-
ties between campaigns. This allows us to embed the observed tran-
sitions as well as the formulated hypotheses in a first order Markov
chain model. We then use the Bayesian approach HypTrails to ob-
jectively evaluate these hypotheses and derive a relative ranking.
Based on results from related papers, we formulate our hypotheses
and compare them directly on data from the commercial crowd-
sourcing platform Microworkers.com1 including the work history
of 39,100 workers over 6 years. Among others, the hypotheses,
considered in this work, are based on campaign categories, mone-
tary incentives, or description similarity of campaigns.

Findings and contribution We objectively evaluate a considerable
set of hypotheses and find that, in our scenario, those based on work
categories and employers as well as campaign descriptions work

1https://microworkers.com/ (accessed: Aug. 2015)
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best. Our approach enables crowdsourcing companies to better un-
derstand their users in order to optimize their platforms, e.g., by
incorporating the gained knowledge about these factors into task
recommendation systems.

Structure The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives a brief overview of related work on influence factors
on task selection in commercial crowdsourcing environments. The
methodology applied in this paper and the underlying dataset are
described in Section 3. The considered hypotheses are presented
in Section 4, the results of our experiments in Section 5. Section 6
discusses the results and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
The motivation of working on crowdsourcing platforms in gen-

eral and the preferences of selecting tasks are the subject of several
studies. Most of this research is based on user surveys leading to
varying answers depending on the way questions are asked, and
consquently limiting the understanding of the respective influence
factors [10]. However, the influence factors derived form such stud-
ies can be used for formulating hypotheses about how users choose
their tasks, which are objectively evaluated in this paper.

Aris [1] reviews research results of motivational factors of par-
ticipation in the area of mobile crowdsourcing. In contrast to the
Microworkers platform investigated in this paper, the platforms and
services analyzed by Aris are from the field of creative tasks. This
includes for example, participating in innovation contests, gener-
ating news content, or even more specialized social tasks like as-
sisting foreign visitors in Japan. The main influence factor in the
reviewed studies was found to be “personal benefit”, which can be
categorized into intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic mo-
tivation is given if a task is fun, a new experience is gained, or
because it is challenging. Whereas, extrinsic motivation describes
participation based on awards, like points or a monetary reward.
Overall, Aris finds that intrinsic aspects are more important than
the extrinsic. Furthermore, Aris recognizes that the results about
monetary rewards are not consistent. It can be assumed, that sim-
ilar to the case of mobile crowdsourcing, users on micro tasking
platforms, like the Microworkers platform we study in this paper,
are also affected by intrinsic and extrinsic factors.

Indeed, a model for the workers’ motivation by Kaufmann et
al. [7]. has confirmed the importance of intrinsic aspects on Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (mturk). At the same time, extrinsic factors
have been found to be relevant. This includes task related factors
as well as motivation based on learning and training skills. Regard-
ing extrinsic factors, Chilton at al. [3] also found that task related
properties and characteristics, like the creation date or the overall
number of tasks provided by a campaign, influence the selection of
tasks. The results are based on the analysis of data scraped from
mturk and a survey about the workers’ task searching behavior.

In contrast to Aris and Kaufmann, the user study of Yuen et
al. [12] shows that a high monetary reward is the most important
task selection criterion. In addition, the workers answered that they
choose their work based on the nature and the difficulty of the task.

Finally, Schulze et al. [10] show that the preferences and influ-
ence factors differ with respect to the location of the workers: For
workers from the United States, the most important aspect for se-
lecting a task is their interest in it. This is followed by payment,
the simplicity of tasks and a high reputation of the employer. In
contrast, Indian workers prefer well payed and simple tasks.

Schnitzer et al. [9] confirm this observation by an user study
about worker demands on task recommendation. Here, the simi-
larity of tasks is the most important task property for workers from

the United States whereas Asian and European workers are most
interested in tasks offering the most money.

Overall, there are many factors influencing the selection of new
tasks in crowdsourcing environments. Some results are even con-
tradicting. However, in contrast to our work, none of the papers
cited, conduct an objective comparison of the proposed factors.

3. BACKGROUND, METHODOLOGY AND
DATA

The main goal of this paper is to study how users choose tasks
on crowdsourcing environments. To this end, we apply an approach
called HypTrails [11] and utilize data from the crowdsourcing plat-
form Microworkers. In this section, we first introduce the problem
setting and corresponding terminology. Then, we briefly review the
HypTrails approach and establish how it is applied to the problem
setting. Finally, we characterize the data we are working with.

3.1 Background
Commercial crowdsourcing environments usually involve three

actors, i.e., (i) platform users submitting work to the platforms,
so called employers, (ii) users completing work submitted to the
platform, so called workers, and (iii) the platform operators. As
mentioned before, unlike in traditional forms of work organiza-
tion, employers do not choose dedicated workers for completing
the submitted work. Instead they define certain tasks and make
them available through the crowdsourcing platform. The workers
can then freely choose from the currently available work. Usually
employers never communicate directly with workers. Instead, the
platform and its operators are responsible for providing means to
publish work on the platform, submit completed work, and transfer
remuneration between worker and employer.

While a wide variety of crowdsourcing platforms exists, micro-
tasking platforms, such as Microworkers, focus on highly repetitive
tasks which can be completed in a short amount of time (a few min-
utes up to an hour). Micro-tasks include, e.g, tagging a series of im-
ages or categorizing the sentiment of a set of short text messages.
Due to the repetitive nature of micro-tasks, employers publish a
campaign which describes a class of tasks and set a number of task
instances for workers to complete for that particular campaign. A
campaign ends when all tasks have been completed. Each task can
only be chosen once by a single worker. On the Microworkers plat-
form, which we consider in this work, workers also cannot choose
more than one task from the same campaign. Thus, in the follow-
ing, the notion of campaign and task are used interchangeably.

Our main goal is to study how workers choose their tasks in
crowdsourcing environments. Since we use HypTrails as our method
of choice, we need to model this process as a set of transitions be-
tween campaigns. As each task is associated with a campaign, we
can also derive a “trail” of campaigns for each user. That is, each
trail consists of the campaigns associated with the tasks she has
completed consecutively. At the same time, these trails define the
transitions we need for the HypTrails approach.

3.2 Methodology
HypTrails is an approach for expressing and comparing hypothe-

ses about human trails. Since we know the sequence of tasks a user
has completed and since each task is associated with a campaign,
we can derive a sequence of campaigns for each user. Then, these
sequences of campaigns, called microtrails, are the trails required
by HypTrails. Technically, HypTrails is based on Markov chain
modeling and Bayesian inference. In the following, we very briefly
outline the main concepts and ideas of HypTrails and explain how



it is applied to our scenario. For more details about HypTrails, we
refer the reader to the original paper [11].

Fundamentally, HypTrails models trails as a first-order Markov
chain, a stochastic system that incorporates transition probabili-
ties between states, which are in our scenario given by campaigns.
Hypotheses can be expressed as belief in Markov transitions, i.e.,
assumptions on common and uncommon transitions at individual
states. Section 4 presents several such hypotheses about how users
choose their next campaign. To obtain insights into the relative
plausibility of a set of hypotheses given data, HypTrails resorts to
Bayesian inference, i.e., the corresponding marginal likelihood (ev-
idence) denoting the probability of the data given a hypothesis H.
The main idea of HypTrails is to utilize the influence of the prior
on the evidence for comparing hypotheses with each other. In par-
ticular, expressed hypotheses get incorporated into the inference
process by eliciting Dirichlet priors for each hypothesis. This is
done via the hyperparameters of the Dirichlet distribution which
can be interpreted as pseudo counts, i.e., transition counts before
observing the data. These Dirichlet prior pseudo counts reflect the
assumptions for a given hypothesis—simply said, the higher the
belief in a given transition is, the higher the pseudo counts should
be. Additionally, the strength of overall belief in a hypothesis can
be influenced by a parameter K that increases the overall number
of pseudo counts (concentration) assigned to the prior. The higher
the overall number of pseudo counts, the more concentrated the
probability mass of a sample from a Dirichlet distribution is. This
results in higher evidences for correct hypotheses and less leeway
for imperfect hypotheses. Low values of K add some “tolerance”,
allowing for hypotheses which are based on imperfect assumptions
but capturing prominent factors of the underlying processes to also
reach high evidence values. This helps in explaining to what extent
the different hypotheses capture the data. The elicitation for each
K—i.e., the proper construction of Dirichlet priors from expressed
hypotheses—is done automatically by HypTrails.

Different hypotheses then lead to different evidence values which
are extracted from the observed data via Bayesian inference. When
we compare two hypotheses, a higher evidence for a given hypothe-
sis indicates higher plausibility. The fraction of the evidence of two
hypotheses (priors), called Bayes factor [6], is then used for deter-
mining the strength of evidence for one hypothesis over the other.
A Bayes factors can be directly interpreted as the Bayesian equiv-
alent to a frequentist’s significance value. In this article, all Bayes
factors for reported results are decisive. Therefore, we refrain from
explicitly reporting them individually and refer to [11] for further
details. Instead we can directly compare evidences which we ex-
press on a log scale—higher evidence means higher plausibility.

Given a set of generic hypotheses about how users choose their
next campaign, the following steps are necessary to apply Hyp-
Trails to our scenario: (i) Given a set of properties for each cam-
paign and based on the ideas the hypotheses are grounded on, we
specify a hypothesis matrix Q for each hypothesis. Q quantifies our
assumptions about the transitions between campaigns observed in
the data. Higher values correspond to a stronger belief in a tran-
sition. No negative values are allowed. We describe this process
as well as our hypotheses in detail in Section 4. (ii) Next, we
pass these matrices as well as the observed campaign transitions
(see Section 3.3) to HypTrails which then subsequently elicits the
Dirichlet priors for each hypothesis with varying values of the be-
lief concentration factor K. (iii) Based on this elicitation, HypTrails
determines the evidences for each hypothesis and each parameter K.

As mentioned above, for simplicity, we can state that one hy-
pothesis H1 is more plausible compared to another hypothesis H2,
if the evidence of H1 is higher than the one of H2 for the same

value of K. Thus, the partial ordering based on the plausibility of
respective hypotheses H = {H1,H2, . . . ,Hn} can be determined by
ranking their evidences from largest to smallest for single values of
K. In this work, we express evidences on a log scale. We present
corresponding results in Section 5.

3.3 Data
We use a dataset from the crowdsourcing platform Microwork-

ers. The data includes anonymized information about campaigns
and users in a time period between the founding of the platform in
May 2009 and January 2015. We will first explain two restrictions
on the dataset we need in order to apply HypTrails and then intro-
duce several campaign features we will use for defining hypotheses.
Data restrictions With respect to some special characteristics and
features of Microworkers we have to limit the utilized data for
our HypTrails computation. Microworkers offers the possibility
for employers to restrict their campaigns to workers from specific
countries. Since HypTrails cannot distinguish between different
user groups we cannot model this directly. Thus, we choose to fo-
cus on US workers because they have access to most campaigns. In
order to do so, we remove campaigns which place restrictions on
US workers as well as campaign transitions from non-US workers.

Additionally, instead of releasing all tasks of a campaign at once,
employers can set its tasks to be released successively at a certain
speed. However, since we define hypotheses based on transition
probabilities between campaigns, we need to model which cam-
paigns are available after finishing a task. The task release speed
feature complicates this process. Thus, we only consider cam-
paigns with a large enough speed in order to guarantee that this
does no restrict the workers artificially.

In spite of these restrictions, our final dataset still contains 81,544
campaigns and 3,415,119 completed tasks. This includes 95% of
the US workers and corresponds to 55% of the campaigns available
to them as well as 60% of their completed tasks.
Campaign features For defining hypotheses in Section 4 we use
several features based on campaign properties. These include cam-
paign categories, payment, the time required to finish a task, pay-
ment per hour and the number of tasks offered by a campaign.
These properties are introduced in the following.

On the Microworkers platform each campaign is associated with
one of 20 campaign categories, e.g., “promotion” or “writing”. The
distribution of the campaigns per category is shown in Figure1(a).
The campaigns are not uniformly distributed, i.e., three categories
are very prominent. Each of these categories contains between 15%
and 25% of the campaigns, whereas most of the other categories
only contain 5% or less. On the one hand the popular categories
include simpler tasks with lower requirements to complete these
tasks successfully. On the other hand, new categories were added
over time, which is also responsible for this imbalance.

Besides the categories, campaigns differ concerning their pay-
ment. However, payments are strongly skewed towards small amounts
of money. Since we later want to gauge if workers generally tend to
choose campaigns which are better payed, we divide the payment
range into three classes, i.e., low, medium and high. We choose
these intervals so that campaigns are as equally distributed as pos-
sible. Figure 1(b) shows the resulting distribution. The intervals
are: $0.0 to $0.15 for low, $0.15 to $0.30 for medium, and amounts
of more than $0.30 for highly paid tasks.

The time required to finish a task is also a feature we will use
to derive hypotheses. The time is set by the employer and is an
estimation about how long a single tasks will take approximately.
However, here it is not possible to derive equally sized intervals
since one time setting is far too prominent.
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Figure 1: Selected statistics of the Microworkers dataset.

Using the payment and the time required to finish a task, we
can derive the payment per hour (pph) for each campaign. Again,
we define intervals so that campaigns are as equally distributed as
possible. The intervals are: $0.0 to $2.4 for low, $2.41 to $6.0 for
medium, and amounts of more than $6.0 for high.

Additionally, each campaign defines a different number of tasks
( also called positions) which ranges from 30 up to several hun-
dred. Similar to payment, campaigns often only provide a rather
low number of tasks. Consequently, we again choose to define
equally sized intervals. The intervals are: only campaigns with
30 tasks for low, 31 to 90 tasks for medium, and 90 tasks and up
for high volume campaigns. The resulting distribution is depicted
in Figure 1(b).

4. HYPOTHESES
In our case, hypotheses about how users choose their campaigns

are based on transition probabilities between campaigns. That is,
given a campaign ci ∈C, we need to define the probability to choose
any other campaign c j ∈C:

P(c j|ci)

These probabilities represent the entries of the hypothesis matrix Q
required by the HypTrails method as introduced in Section 3. Hyp-
Trails uses these matrices to elicit corresponding priors and com-
pare the respective hypotheses.

Note, that for simplicity purposes, instead of conditional proba-
bility distributions, we define transition functions P̄ which do not
sum up to one. However, those can easily be converted:

P(c j|ci) =
1

∑c j∈C P̄(c j|ci)
P̄(c j|ci)

4.1 Uniform hypothesis and availability
With the uniform hypothesis we assume that, after finishing a

task from a campaign, a user will randomly choose a task from any
other campaign. Formally:

P̄uni(c j|ci) = 1

However, since campaigns are only available for a user to choose
as long as some of its tasks have not been completed, the point
in time when a user chooses her next campaign defines the set of
campaigns available to choose from. That is, a user can not choose
a campaign whose tasks have all been completed. Now, assuming
that a user just finished campaign ci. Then, let [si,ei] denote the
time interval in which campaign ci was active, i.e., si is the time
campaign ci was made available for users and ei is the time the last
task has been completed. Thus, the user finished her task sometime

between si and ei. In the best case, the user finished her task at
si, i.e., right after campaign ci started. If we now assume that a
user may wait arbitrarily long before choosing her next campaign,
all campaigns c j which end after campaign ci has started (e j ≥ si)
are available to the user. However, all campaigns c j′ which have
ended before campaign ci has started (e j′ < si) are not available to
the user. Now, for all users, given a campaign ci they just finished,
we define a set of available campaigns Ci:

Ci
a f ter = {c j ∈C|e j > si}

This availability setting assumes that a user may take an arbi-
trarily long time for choosing her next campaign. However, since
tasks usually require a short amount of time to complete and cam-
paigns only pay small amounts of money for theses tasks, a user
whose goal is to earn a sensible amount of money will choose her
campaigns in quick succession. Thus, it is realistic to assume that
users only pick from campaigns available at the time they finish.
This can be modelled by assuming that a campaign c j is only avail-
able from another campaign ci if the active time of both campaigns
overlaps, i.e. [si,ei]∪ [s j,e j] 6= /0. Formally, the corresponding set
of available campaigns, given a campaign ci is defined as

Ci
overlap = {c j ∈C|[si,ei]∪ [s j,e j] 6= /0}

Thus, given different definitions of availability Ci, the most nat-
ural extension of the uniform hypothesis is to set the probability of
campaigns, which are not available from a given campaign, to zero:

P̄av(c j|ci) =

{
1, if c j ∈Ci

0, otherwise
(1)

We formulate two corresponding hypotheses, namely P̄a f ter and
P̄overlap. The uniform hypothesis P̄uni is equivalent to the availabil-
ity hypothesis where all campaigns are available from every cam-
paign: Ci =C.

4.2 Category and employer
Crowdsouring platforms often define a set of categories in order

to group certain types of campaigns (see Section 3.3). Building on
the idea that users like certain types of tasks better than others (for
example interesting ones as indicated by Aris [1]), we propose a
hypothesis which favors follow-up campaigns of the same category.
Let the category of a campaign ci be denoted as cati, and let α
define the weight for campaigns with a category of the same type
and β define the weight for campaigns with a category of a different



type, then the corresponding hypothesis is:

P̄α,β
cat (c j|ci) =

{
α · P̄av(c j|ci), if cati = cat j

β · P̄av(c j|ci), otherwise
(2)

For this, we only consider campaigns c j available from the given
campaign ci ∈C as denoted by the factor P̄av(c j|ci).

Furthermore, Schulze et al. [10] have shown that reputable em-
ployers are generally favored. Thus, we define a hypothesis assum-
ing that users are consistent with regard to their employer when
choosing their new tasks. Let the employer of a campaign be de-
noted as empi, then we define the employer hypothesis as:

P̄α,β
emp (c j|ci) =

{
α · P̄av(c j|ci), if empi = emp j

β · P̄av(c j|ci), otherwise
(3)

While both hypotheses can be a good explanation for how users
choose their next task, we want to combine the two notions. That
is, we assume that users choose from the same employer and at the
same time they also like to work on the same type of tasks, thus
also staying consistent regarding the category. This hypothesis is
then defined as

P̄α,β ,β ′,γ
cat&emp(c j|ci) =





α · P̄av(c j|ci), if cati = cat j

∧ empi = emp j

β · P̄av(c j|ci), if cati = cat j

β ′ · P̄av(c j|ci), if empi = emp j

γ · P̄av(c j|ci), otherwise

(4)

In this work we set β = β ′ and write P̄α,β ,γ
cat&emp(c j|ci).

However, as mentioned in Section 3.3, the overall distribution
of campaigns within categories and from employers is not equally
distributed. As a result, there are significantly more campaigns in
some categories. Consequently, more campaigns of this category
will be chosen by workers. This possibly favors the category and
employer hypotheses mentioned above. In order to investigate if
this is true, we also formulate a hypothesis based on overall cate-
gory frequencies. Let fi denote the frequency of a category in our
corpus. Then we define:

P̄cat f (c j|ci) = f j

Equivalently, we define P̄emp f , for employer frequencies.

4.3 Payment, positions and time
As has been shown in several studies [10, 12], the amount of

money to be earned from a task can be considered a decisive fac-
tor in choosing new tasks. In this context there are two aspects
to cover, namely, task payment [12] and hourly earnings [10]. The
former is the amount of money to be payed for finishing a task. The
latter also takes into account the estimated time required to finish a
task. Another factor which has been shown to influence the users
preferences to choose tasks is the number of available positions of
the campaign [10, 3]. That is, different campaigns provide different
numbers of tasks and users seem to favor campaigns which provide
more tasks.

Both, the payment and the position factors, have in common
that a higher value, i.e., higher payment or more positions, implies
a higher probability to choose the corresponding campaign. Let
valuei denote the corresponding value. A straight forward formu-
lation of a corresponding hypothesis would be

P̄value(c j|ci) = valuei

However, when looking at the value distributions, we notice that
payment as well as positions are strongly skewed towards low val-
ues. In order to model a tendency towards higher values, we di-
vide the value range into stratified intervals which consist of an
equal number of campaigns. In our case we choose three differ-
ent classes: low, middle, high. For further details, see Section 3.3.
Now, let classi denote the class, a campaign ci is assigned to. Then
the hypothesis is formulated as:

P̄α,β ,γ
lmh (c j|ci) =





α · P̄av(c j|ci), if classi = low
β · P̄av(c j|ci), if classi = middle
γ · P̄av(c j|ci), if classi = high

(5)

Based on this, we define three hypotheses for payment, payment
per hour and positions, namely P̄pay(c j|ci), P̄pph(c j|ci) and P̄pos(c j|ci)
respectively.

In Section 3.3 we have also mentioned the time required to finish
a task as a factor influencing the user when choosing a new task. A
long required time may deter users from choosing the correspond-
ing task [10]. Assuming normalized time values valuei in a range
from zero to one we define the corresponding hypothesis as

P̄time(c j|ci) = 1− valuei

Since we were not able to derive stratified classes for the required
time spans, we are not formulating a hypothesis based on intervals.

4.4 Title and Description
The category hypothesis assumes that tasks of the same type are

chosen consistently. However, this may not accurately represent
similarity of tasks required for example to capture the notion of
always choosing interesting tasks [10]. This is especially true con-
sidering the skewed distribution of campaigns across categories.
Thus, we further investigate this line of thought by comparing the
title and the description of the campaigns instead of just their cat-
egories. Both the title and the description can be represented as a
bag-of-words. Thus, to compare titles and description, respectively,
we are employing the cosine distance based on TF-IDF vectors[2]
(we use MLlib2 to calculate the corresponding vectors).

Note, that we do not apply any other pre-processing steps like
stop-word removal or stemming. Now, let t f –id fi denote the TF-
IDF vector of a document, i.e., either a title or a document, then we
define the respective hypothesis as:

P̄cos(c j|ci) = cos(t f –id fi, t f –id f j)

For the corresponding hypotheses for the titles and the descrip-
tions, we write P̄title and P̄desc respectively.

5. EXPERIMENTS
In order to compare the relative plausibility of the hypotheses

introduced in Section 4, we apply the HypTrails approach as out-
lined in Section 3.2 based on the data described in Section 3.3.
The results for the individual hypotheses are reported in Section 5.1
through 5.4 and visualized in Figure 2. We start by assessing the
performance of the uniform hypothesis and different availability as-
sumptions. We find that the availability assumption based on over-
lap is the most realistic one. Thus, the following hypotheses are
all grounded on the availability based on this assumption. We give
a summarizing comparison of hypotheses in Section 5.5. Overall,
the hypothesis based on employers works best, directly followed by

2https://spark.apache.org/mllib/ (Accessed: Aug. 2015)



the descriptions. This indicates that employers as well as seman-
tic similarity of campaigns play an important role for users when
choosing campaigns.

5.1 Uniform and availability
Since campaigns are only available for a limited amount of time,

i.e., as long as some tasks have not been completed, we have intro-
duced several notions of availability in Section 4.1. In this section,
we compare the corresponding availability hypotheses: P̄uni, P̄a f ter
and P̄overlap. Figure 2(a) shows the results. Generally, the uniform
hypothesis is the most unrealistic one since it assumes the avail-
ability of all campaigns from every campaign. Thus, as expected,
it performs worse than both, the P̄a f ter and the P̄overlap hypothesis.
When comparing the latter two, the overlap hypothesis P̄overlap is
strongly superior. As outlined in Section 4.1 this is due to the fact
that users choose their campaigns in quick succession. Since the
overlap availability P̄overlap is the one which is most plausible in
our setting, we use it as the P̄av component required by our other
hypotheses as outlined in Section 4. Thus, we are looking for hy-
potheses which improve on P̄overlap. Consequently P̄overlap serves
as our baseline.

5.2 Category and employer
As introduced in Section 4.2, some straightforward hypotheses

are those based on the fact that users may tend to choose cam-
paigns from categories and/or employers which they already know.
In this section, we compare different category and employer based
hypotheses. First we investigate if users tend to pick campaigns
from the same category or the same employer. Afterwards we com-
bine both factors.

Figure 2(b) shows the results for campaigns and employers sep-
arately. Independent of the respective parameters, both hypotheses
are superior to the availability hypothesis indicating that users tend
to stay within the same category and prefer campaigns from the
same employer. For both hypotheses we initially set parameters
so that moving to the same category or employer is two times as
likely as moving to a campaign from another category or employer
(α = 1,β = 0.5). We experimented with different parameter val-
ues and found that further favoring the same categories/employers
increases the plausibility of the hypothesis up to a certain point. In
Figure 2(b) we show the best parameter settings we have found.
The results indicate that users strongly favor the same categories
and employers. We further note, that staying with the same em-
ployer is a more plausible hypothesis, i.e., because we find greater
evidence for it and also because a stronger focus on the same em-
ployer can be set (β = 0.01) before the evidence is decreasing
again. This is in line with the findings of Schulze et al. [10], who
report a tendency to choose campaigns from reputable employers.

However, as mentioned in Section 3.3, the overall distribution
of campaigns within categories and from employers is not equally
distributed. Thus, we defined hypotheses based solely on employer
and category frequencies in Section 4.2 to contrast the category and
employer hypotheses evaluated above. We find that, even though
both hypotheses are more plausible than the availability baseline,
both hypotheses perform worse than the hypotheses favoring the
same campaigns or employers.

Since both, hypotheses based on categories and hypotheses based
on employers, perform well, we investigate if a combination of
both, as mentioned in Section 4.2, can further improve our results.
Indeed, we find that strongly favoring campaigns from the same
category and the same employer, and setting the weights for choos-
ing only the same campaign or the same employer or a totally dif-
ferent campaign rather low (α = 1, β = 0.025, γ = 0.0046825), re-

sults in the most plausible hypothesis so far. However, these com-
binations are only marginally more plausible than the hypotheses
exploiting only one factor. We have also tried setting different pa-
rameters for only favoring one of the two, category or employer,
also only resulting in marginal improvements.

Overall, we can conclude that the idea that users choose cam-
paigns from the same category and the same employer can indeed
explain parts of the campaign transitions we observe. Particularly,
the employer is an important factor.

5.3 Payment, position and time
As introduced in Section 4.3 we are also considering several hy-

potheses based on payment, available positions per campaign and
the time required to complete a task. To this end we directly use the
values of payment, payment per hour (pph), positions and the in-
verse of the required time. The results are shown in Figure 2(c). All
of these hypotheses perform badly compared to the overlap hypoth-
esis. This is due to their skewed value distributions which have a
strong tendency towards small value ranges, cf. Section 3.3. Thus,
we introduced three stratified classes for payment, pph and required
time in order to model a tendency to pick low, average or high
prices. We weight these classes as follows: low = 1, average = 2
and high = 3. We observe, that all the resulting hypotheses, even if
marginal, have a greater evidence than the uniform hypothesis on
overlapping availabilities (while the payment classes are hardly dis-
tinguishable in the graph, evidence values actually do significantly
differ from those of the overlapping availability hypothesis). Thus,
confirming the findings of [3, 10, 12], we can conclude that all of
these factors play a role in choosing campaigns. However, we were
not able to derive a hypothesis based on required time explaining
the influence factor found by Schulze et al. [10].

5.4 Title and description
As introduced in Section 4.4, we also compare similarities be-

tween the title and the descriptions of the campaigns. The results
are shown in Figure 2(d). We can clearly see that both hypotheses
perform better than the hypothesis assuming a uniform distribu-
tion over all overlapping campaigns. This is a strong indicator that
both, title and description, and thus the semantic content of the task
to complete, are a decisive factor for choosing campaigns. Note
though, that the similarity based on title clearly performs worse
than the similarity based on descriptions. This can be interpreted
by the fact that while a certain type of campaign will have the same
description, the title may differ. For example, consider a campaign
whose goal is to annotate a certain corpus of documents. While
the description might be the same, the title for one campaign might
be “Annotating Literature”, while the other might be “Annotate 10
Research Papers”. The description based hypothesis captures the
similarity of those two campaigns, while the title based hypothesis
does not.

5.5 Summary
For an overall comparison we show the best hypotheses of each

category in Figure 2(e). We can see that three hypotheses yield es-
pecially high evidence values, that is, the mixture of category and
employer, followed by the hypothesis solely based on employers
and the hypothesis based on description similarities. The hypothe-
ses based on payment and positions hardly improve on the uniform
overlap hypothesis. The hypothesis based solely on categories per-
forms worse than the description based hypothesis but better than
the hypotheses based on payment and positions.

The fact that the category hypothesis performs significantly worse
than the employer hypothesis and that combining the employer hy-
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Figure 2: Experiments. This figure visualizes the results for our studies on how users choose their tasks on the crowdsourcing
platform Microworkers. First, we compare different task availability models in (a). Then, in (b-d) we show the results for different
categories of hypotheses. (b) compares different campaign category and employer hypotheses, (c) focuses on hypotheses based
on payment, available tasks per campaign (positions) as well as the time required to finish a task, and (d) depicts evidences for
description and title based hypotheses. In (e) we compare the best hypotheses of each category. We find that staying with the same
employer is a strong influencing factor when choosing campaigns directly, followed by the description based hypothesis.

pothesis with categories only marginally improves the evidence, is
an indicator that users primarily choose campaigns from the same
employer instead of focusing on categories. Yet when they have
chosen their employer they prefer to stay within the same campaign
category. Overall, the large evidence values for employer based hy-
potheses are in line with results found by Schulze et al. [10]. They
imply that workers are loyal to reputable employers when choosing
campaigns: since employers rate the completed tasks by their qual-
ity, and only good ratings result in money being payed, workers
prefer employers who rate fairly.

Furthermore, the good performance of the description based hy-
pothesis is an indicator that users not only choose from within the
same campaign, but also try to choose similar campaigns with re-
gard to the actual task they have to work on. One reason for this
might be that familiar tasks are easier and more quickly to han-
dle than unknown ones. This may also be a result of users choosing
similar tasks based on their area of interest as suggested by Aris [1].
Note, that the description hypothesis might strongly overlap with
the employer hypothesis since the same employer may often use the
same description for her campaigns of a similar type. This needs to
be further investigated.

Finally, the result that the payment and positions hypotheses per-
form badly, seems counter-intuitive. This might be due to the fact
that users optimize for certain types of tasks and can earn more

money when they stay at the same employer and within the same
category accounting for the high plausibility of the corresponding
hypotheses. Also, Aris [1] finds that payment in general is not a
consistent factor influencing how users choose their tasks. Schulze
et al. [10] and Schnitzer et al. [9] even find that at least US workers
(which we have focused on here) are not mainly interested in the
amount of money they earn for completing a campaign. However,
the bad performance may also be due to the way we model the cor-
responding hypotheses. For example, we have noticed that directly
incorporating the payment value into the hypothesis does not per-
form well (see Section 5.3). Now, while the stratified classes reveal
a certain tendency to choose well payed campaigns or campaigns
with many positions, the resulting increase in evidence is not as
large as could be expected. Thus, we might not capture the influ-
ence of payments or positions correctly. That is, different classes
or different weighting strategies might result in better hypotheses.
Also, the payment may strongly interact with other factors like the
tendency to choose similar tasks as mentioned before. Regarding
these issues, we will propose ideas for further research in the dis-
cussion section.

Overall, we studied a considerable amount of hypotheses par-
tially motivated by related work using statistical methods solely
based on data from the crowdsourcing platform Microworkers and
without resorting to error-prone and possibly biased user studies. In



the process, we focused on US workers and were able to show from
observed task transition data that most factors found in literature
indeed influence the process of how workers choose campaigns.
Employer and description based hypotheses worked best. Whereas
hypotheses based on payment only showed a marginal influence on
how users choose their tasks.

6. DISCUSSION
We have tested several hypotheses about how users choose their

campaigns on the crowdsourcing platform Microworkers. In this
section, we give a short overview of particular limitations of our
approach and propose possible future work.

Data First of all, the data set we are using is limited to workers
from the US. This is because users from the US are free to choose
nearly all campaigns. For non-US workers many campaigns are not
available. Thus, incorporating non-US workers would introduce
restrictions on transitions which can not be directly modelled by
our hypotheses. In further studies it might be useful to actively
incorporate a user component indirectly into hypotheses or directly
into an extended version of HypTrails.

Furthermore, we are evaluating our hypotheses on only one data
set. It would be interesting to check if the hypotheses behave simi-
larly on different crowdsourcing platforms. Additionally, for ex-
ample, Schulze et al. [10] and Schnitzer et al. [9] suggest that
there may be strong differences between certain user groups, e.g.,
from different countries. Further studies on corresponding data sets
might be an interesting line of research.

Hypotheses While we have studied quite a few different hypothe-
ses, there are more to consider. For example, it might be interesting
to study if users tend to prefer recently created campaigns as sug-
gested by Chilton et al. [3]. Also, Aris [1] implies that intrinsic
factors are more important than extrinsic ones. In this work we
have manly focused on extrinsic ones.

Furthermore, we have only combined the category with the em-
ployer hypothesis. Other combinations might yield better results.
Also, we have not checked how the hypotheses are related to each
other in a sense that the features used to build them are correlated.
An example would be that the same employer will often use similar
descriptions for her campaigns. Thus, as mentioned in Section 5.5,
the description hypothesis might be correlated to the employer hy-
pothesis. This needs further investigation.

Finally, the payment, positions and time related hypotheses did
not yield good results when compared to category or employer
based hypotheses. While there are explanations in literature [1,
10], this may also be due to a poor understanding of how these fac-
tors influence the choice of campaigns. We have approximated the
influence using three stratified classes. Other approaches might be
more appropriate.

Availability One limitation of HypTrails is that it is not built to
model states that are only available at certain time intervals. We
solved this approximately by introducing the notion of availability.
In our scenario we used local availability (from a specific cam-
paign to other campaigns) based on time intervals. However this
is an approximation. Further research may find a better solution in
corporate such time dependent availability into HypTrails and/or in
the process of formulating hypotheses.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied how users choose their next task

on the crowdsourcing platform Microworkers. To this end, we have
formulated different hypotheses about the underlying processes based

on properties like the similarity of campaign descriptions, cate-
gories, employers or payment information. Then, utilizing cam-
paign transition data from Microworkers, we objectively compared
the resulting hypotheses by means of the Bayesian approach Hyp-
Trails. While the results highly depend on how hypotheses are for-
mulated, in our scenario, combinations of category and employer
as well as the description based hypothesis work best. Overall, in-
stead of using survey based investigation as similar studies do, we
successfully apply the Bayesian method HypTrails to objectively
compare hypotheses about how users choose their next campaign
solely on data already available from the crowdsourcing platform.
This is a step forward in providing crowdsourcing companies with
the means to gauge the preferences and the behavior of their users
in order to optimize their platforms, e.g., by incorparting the gained
knowledge about these factors into task recommendation systems.
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